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Relaxation processes in inhomogeneously broadened EPR lines are studied in detail by a quantum 
statistical method with allowance for the spatial distribution of the spins and the variation of the 
mean energy of the dipole-dipole interactions. It is shown that, for the case of appreciable inhomo
geneous broadening, the latter does not introduce changes in the technique for deriving the proba
bility density function for cross-relaxational transitions and does not affect the form of the relaxa
tional curves. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A theory of relaxation in inhomogeneously broadened 
EPR lines with allowance for spectral diffusion was 
developed in[ 1l. Relaxation curves were obtained which 
depended on the form,with respect to the frequency, of 
the probability density function w( w) for cross-relaxa
tional transitions and it was established that these 
curves have a non-exponential character, in good 
agreement with experimental data. The basic equation 
was of a phenomenological nature and was obtained on 
the basis of the theory of cross-relaxation developed 
in the papers of Bloembergen et alYl and of Portis[s]ll. 
The use of this equation has turned out to be extremely 
fruitful, since it has been possible, on the basis of this 
equation and with certain additional assumptions, to 
develop a technique for deriving the function w( w ), 
which characterizes the efficiency of energy absorption 
by the dipole-dipole "reservoir," from experimental 
data. However, inasmuch as the question of the spatial 
distribution of the spins, which can substantially affect 
the function w(w), was not considered, the physical 
meaning of this function remained not completely clear. 

The aim of this work is a more detailed and sys
tematic treatment of relaxation in inhomogeneous 
broadened lines with allowance for variation in the 
mean energy of the dipole-dipole interactions and for 
the spatial distribution of the spins. Such an approach 
makes it possible to obtain more complete information 
on relaxation processes in magnetically dilute crystals. 

To elucidate the quantum statistical meaning of the 
function w( w ), we shall obtain an equation analogous 
to (2) from[ 1l, starting from the equation of motion for 
the density matrix. The method for obtaining the 
kinetic equations was developed by Provotorov et al. [s-7 ] 

We shall generalize the equations of[s] (obtained for a 
system consisting of spins of two types) to the case of 
a large number of spin packets forming an inhomogene
ous EPR line. We remark that an equation analogous 
to the one we investigate below was used in[ 8• 9 l to ana
lyze stationary saturation in inhomogeneously broad
ened lines. However, the systematic quantum -statisti
cal derivation of such an equation is of interest in its 
own right for the determination of the range of applica-

l) An analogous equation was studied by Kiel [4], who obtained 
some general laws for the spectral diffusion process. 
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bility of the integra-differential equation describing the 
process of relaxation of inhomogeneously broadened 
lines. 

As in[ 1l, we shall use Portis' model of spin packets. 
Some authors criticize this model[lo] on the grounds 
of the difficulties in the precise definition of the con
cept of a spin packet. However, the investigations of 
Khutsishvili et al.[s,u] have shown that many experi
mental data on the saturation of inhomogeneous lines 
can be well explained in the framework of this model. 

2. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUS 
LINE 

We shall consider processes associated with cross
relaxation in an inhomogeneous line consisting of a 
large number of spin packets of width "'T21 « T 12, 

where T12 is a time characteristic of the spectral dif
fusion, the order of which will be determined below. 
We assume that T21 « ~~ (~~ is the width of the 
inhomogeneous line) and liw0 « kT 0 (w 0 is the central 
resonance frequency and To is the temperature of the 
lattice). 

The equation for the density matrix of the spin sys
tem after the latter's subjection to an external pertur
bation (e.g., saturation) has the form 

ap i [ ~ ~ '\1 ~ <•> ] 
iJt =----;;: H +H.,.+ ~ H.,,., p(t} . 

k=O; 1; 2 

(1) 

Here H = -li:EwiSzi, Szi is the operator of the z-com-
i 

ponent of the spin at the i-th lattice site, and Wi 
= gUlH0i/li; Hoi is the magnitude of the constant mag
netic field at the i-th lattice site; 

H4,. = 1: g,g5Jr,- rJJ-' { (1- 3y,;')S,,§,5 

i>J 
(2) 

( 1 3 }AA AA} +6.,.; 2-4(a.,;'+~,') j(S,+S,-+S,-S/) 

is the secular part of the dipole-dipole interaction op
erator, 

(3) 
ij 

and ii:~ (k = 1, 2) are the remaining parts of the 
dipole-dipole interaction operator, which lead only to 
direct exchange between the Zeeman and dipole-dipole 
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energies. We confine ourselves to the case AO << wi, 
when these terms can be neglected. 

This break-down of the Hamiltonian is appropriate 
if the spatial distribution of the spins is not correlated 
with their frequency distribution. In this case, the 
establishment of a common temperature of the whole
dipole-dipole reservoir (DDR) proceeds at approxi
mately the same rate as the exchange of energy within 
the DDR of one spin packet[sJ. The terms responsible 
for the redistribution of energy between the DDR 's of 
different packets are those of the form 
(1 - OwiWj )aijSziSzj, which commute with th~ Ze~man 
en_!lr~y of the packets, but not with Owiw·bij( Si + Sj-
+ Si-Sf ). We shall work in a representation in which 

L; OwiwjSiz is diagonal for all Wj and Hdip is diagonal. 

We have omitted the terms in the Hamiltonian respon
sible for the spin-lattice interaction; we shall take 
them into account in the final kinetic equations. 

Calculations analogous to those performed in[5 • 61 

lead to the following expression: 

Here 

and p' is an operator which picks out the diagonal 
parts of the operator following it; p 1 is the density 
matrix in the interaction picture. 

(4) 

(5) 

We note that the double commutators in (4) are non
zero only in three cases: 

1) l=i; k=j, 2) l=i; j=Fk, 3) k=j; i=Fl. 

In the first case we obtain 

(6) 

In the second case we have 

(p,(t+"t)-p,(t)), =- !. £ 'jat" J dt'j dro"{e'•"<'"-''> 
Cik t o 

(7) 

After integration over t', the factor in front of the 
double commutator takes the form 

exp {i(.~<J- ~ .. )t"} ( -1 + exp {i(ro" + ~ .. )t"}) ! i(ro" + ~ .. ). 

According to case (3), the j-th and k-th spins belong to 
different spin packets. We shall assume that in this 
case I Aij- Aikl?: 1/ATo « T12• Physically, this 
assumption means that there is small probability of 
finding two spins, differing in their resonance frequen
cies by I Akj I < 1/ At0, at a distance at which the 
dipole-dipole interaction is effective. The average 
value of the quantity I Akj I, k ~ j, can be estimated 
from the relation AO/N( i) = Aav. where N( i) is the 
number of particles effectively interacting with the 
i-th. We choose T such that At0 « T « T 12• Then the 
corresponding terms in (7) are small because of the 

factor exp{ i(Aij - Aik)t"} which oscillates rapidly in 
time (they are of order At0T-1 relative to the other 
terms); they can therefore be neglected. The condition 
T « T12 is necessary for it to be possible to put 
P1(t + r)- p 1(t) Rj rap 1/at. Physically, this means that 
we are choosing a time-scale r such that it smooths 
out processes associated with improbable distributions 
of strongly interacting spins but is small compared 
with the characteristic cross-relaxation times. In ad
dition, it is necessary that processes within one spin 
packet be smoothed out, i.e., that T2 « T. 

The case k = j, i ~ l is investigated analogously. 
In obtaining the kinetic equation for the density 

matrix, we have neglected its off-diagonal elements. 
It follows from the work of Provotorov[6J that this is 
justified if ( JJ.Hloc At0 /li)2 « 1. Besides, as we have 
seen, the conditions 

are important for us, With these assumptions, we ob
tain the final equation: 

ap,(t) n ~ ,, - -
-a-t-=- n' £..J P [(n,n-.,, [(H/).,j. p,(t) ]]. 

As was shown in[s,eJ, for T12 » li/ JJ.Hloc the system 
can be characterized at any moment of time by the 
equilibrium density matrix: 

p,(t) = C exp { £a,(t)S,, + y(t)H.,. }· 
l 

(8) 

(9) 

The quantity C is determined from the normalization 
condition Tr p 1 = 1; C = (2S + 1)-N, where N is the 
total number of spins in the sample. Calculations of 
the average values ( aszifat) and ( aHdip/at) lead to 
the following equations for the coefficients ai and y: 

Da~~t) =- _EW,.(a,(t)-a.(t)-M,.y(t)), (lOa) 
• 

a~~t) = £ Vji~:;(a,(t)- a;(t)-M,,.y(t)), (lOb) 

where 
ij 

2n Sp F' (H?kl-a,k (HZda;k 
W;k = -1i., ----::--.;;;::-'-----'----...!.::.... 

Sp.S~, 

V SpS,; 
ik = ----Wu,. 

SpH'd,, 

Now we can determine the order of magnitude of 
and T~2 : 

1 IT.,~ (Wa.)av• 1 IT.,'~ (V.,Jav· 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The treatment given above is valid if it can be as
sumed that the spins belonging to one spin packet are 
quantized independently. If this is not the case, calcu
lations show that terms will occur in the kinetic equa
tion which are quadratic in the concentration and are 
determined by correlation functions of the form 
< st<t') ~-(t')si- (t")Sz+ (t")). 

In the right-hand side of Eq, (lOa) we separate out 
the terms referring to the m-th spin packet (charac
terized by a resonance frequency wm) and rewrite it 
in the form 

£ { ,E(m>w .• ) (a,.(t)- a,(t)+ M,,.y(t))}. (14) 
m k 
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Here the index m indicates summation over the spins 
of the m-th spin packet; this summation is performed 
in practice over the spacings between the spin i and 
the spins belonging to the m-th packet. One can write 

~("') n(w,)w'(w,- w,) 
.l...J w,.=n(w,)w(w,,w,)= ' ' . ~(~.~ 

(15) 

where n( Wi) is the number of spins per unit volume 
in the i-th spin packet and the factor 1/r: character
izes the correlation between the spatial and frequency 
distributions of the spins. Eq. (lOa) takes the form 

ila.,(t) ~ (16) - 01- = .l...Jn(w,.)w(wm, w,) [a.m(t)- a,(t)+ M,,y(t)]. 

Let the line broadening be associated only with the 
inhomogeneity of the g-factor, so that there is no 
special correlation between the position of a spin and 
its frequency. Then the probability that the distance 
between two arbitrary spins, for sufficiently dilute 
systems, lies in the interval r tor + dr can be deter
mined from Hertz's formula[ 12l: 

dW(r)= exp{- ~r'n )4nrdr, (17) 

where n is the number of paramagnetic ions per unit 
volume. In our case, we have 

·~("') ~s a'(w ) ( 4nr3 ) 
.l...J w,.~n(w,) -;:f-exp --3-n(w,.) 4nr'dr. (17a) 

h. ro 

In this formula the distances are reckoned from the 
i-th spin; r 0 is the distance between the closest lattice 
sites able to be occupied by paramagnetic ions; 
a 2(wr )/r6 are the squares of the corresponding matrix 
elements of the dipole-dipole interaction operator, g 
given by expression (11 ). The absence of correlation 
between the spatial and spectral spin distributions 
means that a 2(wr) = w"(wm - Wi ), and we obtain the 
following result 

~("') 4n • 1 ( 4n ) 
.l...J w .. ~ 3n(wm)w"(wm-C!l,>S-rexp - 3 n(w,n ds.(17b) 

k Trl 

It follows from this formula that, for not too small 
concentrations, we cannot obtain, generally speaking, 
an equation of the type used, e.g., in[ 1• 2 • 4 l. The depend
ence on the concentration of paramagnetic ions in the 
terms of the right-hand side of the equation can, in 
principle, be non-linear, and, for very small concen
trations only, when we can confine ourselves to the 
linear term, we obtain 

}.:<"'> 4n 1 1 
w"' ~ -3 n(w,)w"(w,- w,), = n(w,)w'(w,- Cll;)-,. 

To To 
(18) 

• 
A comparison of Eqs. (15), (17a), (17b) and (18) shows 
that, in the case of a random spatial distribution of 
spins with different resonance frequencies, the quantity 
re is determined by the equality 

r.'tw') =.!, ~,exp(- ~nn(w'n)as, (19a) 

or, for small concentrations of paramagnetic impurity, 

(19b) 

If in the derivation of the function w( w) it is found 
that 1/r~ > 1/rg, this will mean that there exist some 
clusters of spins with close frequencies; however, if 
1/r~ < 1/rg, the spatial clusters contain spins with a 

large spread of resonance frequencies. Comparison of 
re and r 0 makes it possible to estimate the dimensions 
of the above-mentioned clusters. 

To pass over to a continuous distribution of spin 
packets, we note that for our case the condition 
J..LHloc/fiAij « 1 can be written in the form 

(20a) 

Thus, we confine ourselves to the case when there 
is small probability of close spacing of two spins 
characterized by close resonance frequencies. In the 
absence of any special correlation between the spatial 
and frequency distributions of the spins in crystals 
with a small paramagnetic impurity concentration and 
a large spread of frequencies (i.e., with significant in
homogeneous linewidth), this assumption is fully justi
fied. To assess the applicability of this theory, we can 
use the relation 

(20b) 

where 1/r:ff = ( 1/r3 ) and the averaging is performed 
over the distribution (17). 

The terms describing the spin-lattice relaxation can 
be obtained analogously. We shall assume that the 
spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 is constant over the 
width of the inhomogeneous line (cfYl). 

As in[ 1J, we pass on to a spin packet distribution 
which is quasi-continuous in frequency; then Eq. (16) 
and the analogous equation for ( Hdip(t)) will take the 
form (ai- aio- u1(x, t), and x is the frequency de
tuning relative to the central component of the line): 

ilu,(x t) s· ' ' = w(x-x')n(x')[u,(x',t)-u,(x,t) 
ilt --

+(x'-x)g(t)]dx'-u,(x,t)fT,, (21a) 

dgd~) = h'l.. J J dx dx' { (x'- x)w(x'- x)n(x')n(x)[u, (x, t) 

g-g, ) 
-u,(x',t)-(x'-x)g(t)]} +r:· (21b 

Here ai0 is the equilibrium value of ai(t); g(t) 
= tiy(t), ;\. = Tr S~/Tr Hdip• g0 is the equilibrium 
value of g(t), and T~ is the spin-lattice relaxation 
time for Hdip(t). 

3. STUDY OF THE KINETIC EQUATIONS 

We shall analyze the system of Eqs. (21) which we 
have obtained. 

00 

1. We define f(t) = J u 1(x, t)n (x)dx, multiply Eq. 
-co 

(21a) by n(x) and integrate it over x. Then af(t)/at 
= -f(t)/T1• Consequently, the area under the curve 
which describes the "hole" in the imhomogeneous line 
relaxes exponentially with a time T 1 • (The function 
u(x, t) = n(x)u1 (x, t) in fact describes the shape of the 
"hole.") Here and below, we shall assume the func
tions n(x) and w(x) to be symmetric with respect to 
the central component w0 ; this is in any case justified, 
as we have explained, for a random paramagnetic im
purity distribution. 

2. We turn to the second equation. We shall consider 
the integral 

I= JS dxdx'(x'- x)w(x- x')n(x)n(x')[u,(x)- u,(x')]. 
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If n( x) varies slowly in comparison with w( x) (if 
w( x) falls off at spectral distances of order t.x0 , our 
assumption means that t.x0 << t.H), then this integral 
is equal to zero in the zeroth approximation, while the 
first correction gives 

1=2M,h(t), 
where 

M, = J z'w(z)dz, ~ dn 
h(t)= dx-u(x,t). 

dx 

Thus, in the zeroth approximation, 

dg(t) ss ~ =- !i')..g(t) dxdx1n(x)n(x1 ) (x- x 1 )'w(x- x 1 ) 

(22) 

+ .. g-g,;::::; -fi'"- (t)M K+ (g-g,) 
T/ g 2 T/ ' K = J n'(x)dx. (23) 

Since the function h(t) is determined from observed 
curves, one can also find the relaxation curve with 
allowance for the first correction. 

3. We return to Eq. (21a). We rewrite it in the form 

iiu(x,t) u(x,t) s~ ( I)[ () (I) (I) () ---=---+ wx-x nxux -nx ux 
i!t T, _" 

+ n(x)n(x1 ) (x 1 - x)g(t)]dx1 • (24) 

We note that the integral J(x- x')n{x)n(x')w(x- x')dx' 
is close to zero if t.x0 << t.n. This means that for 
strongly inhomogeneously broadened lines the correc
tion associated with the change in the average energy 
of the dipole interactions turns out to be unimportant, 
if the prior saturation process does not give rise to 
any sharp change in the temperature of the dipole
dipole reservoir ( u/ w 0 ~ g). In[ll it was shown that 
for the Nd3• line in a monocrystal of fluoroapatite this 
condition is well fulfilled. We shall assume, in addi
tion, that the "hole" width t.w 0 << t.~~ 21 . Then 

J w(x- x')n (x)u(x 1 )dx1 ;::::; J w(x- x')n(x- x')u(x1 )dx1 , 

J w(x-x')n(x1 )u(x)dx1 ;::::; u(x) J w(x -x')n(x- X 1 )dx1 = u(x)jT, 

(25) 

(TL is a certain parameter characterizing the cross
relaxation). Let w(x)n (x) = W(x). We Fourier-trans
form Eq. (24), taking the relations (25) into account 
(the tilde denotes the Fourier transform): 

iJfi(y, t) =- fi (y, t) [.;_ + ~- ~~~IT(y)]. 
iit T, 1" 

This equation is analogous to that obtained in (IJ. By 
the technique indicated there, we can derive the func
tions W(x) and w(x), and, using (23), indirectly de
termine the characteristic time T~2 for the cross
relaxation Hdip{t). 

In ordinary conditions it will not be justified to take 
account of the term in Eq. (24) containing g{t), since 
the corrections associated with it correspond in order 
of magnitude to additional effects arising from the 
falling off of the function n(x). Therefore, for a more 
exact determination, one must try to obtain as narrow 
a "hole" as possible. 

If it is necessary to take the line shape into ac
count, to derive the function w(x) we can make use of 
the technique described in the Appendix to[ 11 ; then we 

2>rn this case we can always neglect the last term in Eq. (24 ), and 
the condition u/w ~ g turns out to be superfluous. 

shall again have the possibility of finding the cross
relaxation time for Hdip( t). 

In the case when t.x0 >> ~w0 (~w0 is the "hole" 
width), 

J w(x- X 1 )n(x1 )u, (x 1 , t)dx 1 ;::::; w(x) J u(x1 , t)dx1 , 

)s~ I I I u,(x,t) 
u,(x,t w(x)n(x)dx =-r-· 

-oo • 

00 

We define So= J u(y, O)dy. Since the function f(t) 
- 00 

= f u (x', t) dx' falls off like f = - S0e-t/T1 , our equa-
- 00 

tion takes the form 

i!u,~;,t) =u,(x,t)(;, + :J-w(x)S,e-'1T'. 

The solution will be 

u,(x, l)= cxp{- t ( ~' + :J} [u,(x,O)- T"S,w(x) (e'lr,-1)]. 

Hence it can be seen that if Tz;S0 w(x) « u1{x, 0), the 
"holes" vanish in a time ~T L· This result, possibly, 
is one of the reasons for the rapid disappearance of 
the subsidiary narrow "holes" observed in experi
ments on discrete saturation [ 131. 

It is of interest to consider the case of broadening of 
an initially homogeneous line as a result of the inhomo
geneity of an external constant magnetic field. In this 
case, generally speaking, one must take account of the 
DDR of the separate packets and of the transfer of 
energy betweeen them. However, if ~x0 << ~~~. the 
change in the average energy of the dipole-dipole in
teractions has, as we have explained, no effect on the 
solution of Eq. (21a), and the function w( w) can be 
derived. 

We have (analogously to (15)-{17)) 

n 2n: oo :t 

}2 W,.;::::; J sin8d8 J dcp J ~_,n(w,)u:(w,- w,) 
1J 0 0 0 

n(w,)= { 0, 
~ n =canst, 

r <To, 
r > r 0 , 

Let the crystal be homogeneous, and the magnetic 
field such that 

iiw 
iJz = D = const, 

iiw iiw 
-=-=0 ox iiy ' 

i.e., the xy-plane is perpendicular to the axis along 
which the constant field varies. Then 

~ ~s rr a'D' 
W,.;::::; -n(w- w,) , w(w- w,)dw 

, -~ 2 (co-w,) 
(26) 

in the approximation linear in the impurity concentra
tion31. We note that the function n( w - Wi) in fact 
regularizes the integral when w - Wi, inasmuch as 
n(w - Wi) = 0, if I w - Wi I < Wmin, where Wmin 
:G r 0 D. The quantity Wmin should be chosen in such a 
way that the relation Wm in > (~to f 1 is fulfilled (cf. 
above); in this case, naturally, the construction of the 
function w( w) is carried out accurate to quantities 

3l Another possible treatment is to formally divide the crystal into 
layers of thickness 6z"" D" 1T; 1 and study the exchange of energy be
tween these layers. 
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~wmin· We denote the integrand in (26) by w*(w). 
Then in place of Eq. (21a) we obtain 

au(x,t) u(x, t)J ~ 
~ = --T-, -+_

00 

w'(x-x') [u(x',t)- u(x, t)]dx'. (27) 

It is clear that a derivation of the characteristic 
function w( w) is possible only for extremely high 
gradients of the constant field. Otherwise, the behavior 
of w* ( w) will be principally determined by the factor 
1/jw- Wij 3• 

The authors are grateful to Academician A.M. 
Prokhorov, and also to D. M. Daraseliya and V. A. 
Milyaev for useful discussions of the results of the 
paper. 
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